The Dean's Honour Roll is one of the ways in which the Faculty of Humanities and Education distinguishes undergraduate students who have excelled academically in each of the regular semesters in the academic year.

I, Prof. Walibante Woribaka, Dean of the Faculty of Humanities and Education, join with the Heads of Departments in the Faculty in extending congratulations to the following students who have been admitted to the Dean's Honour Roll for Semester 2, 2018/2019 academic year.

Bachelor of Arts

ALLEN, Chrisanto Alexis GREEN, Kamoy Shanesha PHILIBERT, Nickisha Anne
ANDERSON, Jashonna Imran GREEN, Russell Lloyd PHILLIPS, Tico Shemar
BANTON, Naruto Gaye R. HAMILTON, Selena Nicola PLANT, David Anthony
BARRATT, Sanele Nicole MAYE, Sashalyn Deliso POLLOCK, Nicholau Andrew
BARTLEY, Abigail Kedada MUTHCHISON, Mikkola L RANDALL, Fitzroy Donovan
BINGHAM, Shamar Justin N. JACKS, Bradley Kyle Alonz ROED, Lucianne Marie
BLAKE, Lauren Sianalle JACKSON, Leania Amelia ROED, Margoaize Examo Z
BLAKE, Matthew Anthony JACKSON, Sicourney Ariel ROED, Sheldon Ramone E
BROWN, Christiaan Daniel JOHNSON, Shanae Myriene REID, Keziah
BROWN, Shaekean Oneal JONES, Brittany ZoiAnn M REICHARDS, Anelaye Aretha
BURGESS, Joshua Alexander JOSEPH, Tene RICHARDS, Jamie-Lea Alexis
BURNETT, Vanessa Sharina KELLY, Kimberly Marie ROBINSON, Abibin Amay
CAIN, Ramona Loyola KELLY, Tashelika Onielo ROBINSON, Rosalena G
CLARK, Jada Alacia LYONS, Romando Ricardo RODRIGUES, Kasia Abdul
COOPER, Mahat Leomarie MALCOLM, Dana Adriana RUSSSEL, Giovanni Jiliane L
CRAWFORD, Natalie N. MATTHEWS, Danielle Rushee SAMUDA, Kathryn Grace V
CRABY, Chavez Donald MATTIS, Renaya Elizabeth SKEETT, Kyle Stephen
CURTIS, Yashika Daisey MCPLIRANE, Nastacia A SMITH, Kenroy Orlando
DELYEAUX, Jewel Cherish McPOTSH, Rachel Kaylyn TAYLOR, Shaneique Mare
DENNIS, Crystal Peta Gay MCKENZIE, Shanellia Olivia THOMAS, Kelsey Alisia
DROON, Sherece Abigail McKee, Ceddella Abbigay THOMPSON, Creashadine
DORMAIN, Jean Gordy MILLER, Britney Amela THOMPSON, Crystal E
EUNIS, Jade Alacia MORREL-PARKER, Debbie WARREN, Kimaya Avencia
EVANS, Maud Kaloggs MUR, Giselle Leigh Natalia WATSON, Tensecia Annado
EVANS, Shari Tiffany MURPHY, Judana Marcia WEBSTER, Jhevonte Ainsworth
PEARON, Rachelle Paige MUSYOKA, Francis Onsama WEBSTER, Sarah Ruth
PORTSHIVE, Brittany Rhea NUNES, Hykel Ajanmi WHITE, Danielle Antoinette
RANCIV, Alyssa Renee D. NYIREnda, Barnaba P. WILLIAMS, Abigail Indira
RANCIV, Jannelle Monet OLIVIERRE, Jana-María G WILLIAMS, Saschauna Shalisa
GOODEN, Amanda C. PARKER, Oneliza Ashley V WHITE, Allison Antoinette
GORDON, Kadiann A. PATTERSON, Shane Paul YOUNG, Oneliza Oneisha
GRANDSON, St. Patrick R. PETERS, Sudean Samantha

Bachelor of Fine Arts

IRVING, Chevon Romario NELSON, Alona Nicole WILLIAMS, Kaidene Carole
MARCHAL, Raynoldo I. ST. CATHERINE, Bruce D. A. WINKLE, Tajiha Tianna

Bachelor of Education

BENTLEY, Camara Neasha EDWARDS, Stephana Avolin STEWART, Yancha Sasho-Gay
BOOTHE, Sharlene Chiketa GALLANT, Comisha SUTHERLAND, Angelina Cristo
BOWEN, Jose Martha HAYDEN, Venicia Josee A. THOMAS, Nekia Nara
CANNING, Abigail Joels-Ann HIGGINS-SMITH, Anesia R. THOMPSON, Delsah C
CHONG, Jodi Ann Alcia KELLY, Alona Stefano TURNER-WOODBURY, Danelle
CUMMINGS, Rheyana D. S. KELLY, Abigail Stefano WALKER, Tamiesha Loyola
DENNIS, Kadian Elizabeth RTCHE, Shonokay Renna WEBB, Adrian Chad